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Enggano  
 
Introduction 
 
Enggano Island, west of Sumatra in Indonesia, has often fascinated both Western and 
Indonesian scholars, but at the same time the island has never been systematically studied. 
This web publication brings together some information on Enggano and makes it available to a 
wider audience. 
 
We will focus our attention on the Enggano collection of the Rijksmuseum voor Volkenkunde, 
although the information given will place this collection in a wider context. 
 
The information presented here is based on a study of published1 and unpublished sources2, 
museum collections3 and a short piece of field-work on Enggano in 19944. 
 
 
1. The collection 
 
The Enggano collection in the Rijksmuseum voor Volkenkunde (National Museum of Ethnology) 
consists of 248 objects. The main part was collected in the nineteenth-century. Only a few 
objects were added in the twentieth-century. Some of the early collectors, such as C.B.H. 
Baron Von Rosenberg5 and O.L. Helfrich6, have also written about Enggano. They offer us 
some of the scarce sources on nineteenth-century Engganese culture. 
 

 
C.B.H. von Rosenberg, c. 1870. 
 
The collection contains a variety of objects. It covers daily life as well as ritual life. Some 
masterpieces are now on display in the permanent exhibition on Indonesia in the museum. 
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2. Enggano: some facts and figures7 

 
Location 

 
In the modern Indonesian state, Enggano has the status of a kecamantan - subdistrict - and the 
island is part of the Bengkulu province. It is situated some 170 km south of Bengkulu town. 
 

 
Recent map of Enggano (Drawing Frans Stelling). 
 
Even today Enggano Island can only be reached by boat. Boat services run between Jakarta and 
Bengkulu. From the latter town there is a more-or-less regular service twice a month. Approaching 
the island by boat one sees immediately that Enggano is a low island, with hills not higher than 250 
metres. The interior is covered with heavy vegetation and it is very difficult to get through. 

 

      
The Northeast coast 
 
In the past villages were located in the hills in the interior, but nowadays the villages can only be 
found on the north-east coast. From the north-west to the south-east one finds Banjarsari, Meok, 
Apoho, Malakoni, Kaana and Kayapu.  
 
The south-west coast of Enggano is difficult to reach. The Indian Ocean falls on the coast with full 
force, and the former paths connecting the villages of the interior with those on the coast are now 
overgrown by forest. From the hills to the sea flow narrow rivers, which are only accessible by boat 
for a few kilometres: they do not take a traveller very far inland. 
 
The natural environment on Enggano is rather poor8. Probably due to a long period of isolation, the 
variety of plants and animals is small. Deers and monkeys, for example, are not found on the 
island. Therefore the important role these animals play in the ritual life of the nearby and culturally 
related island of Mentawai cannot be found on Enggano.  
The few mammals that do occur in the forest are wild pig, the luak (polecat), and the rat. 
Domesticated pigs are also kept, as are dogs, cats, kerbau (water buffalo) and sapi (cows). 
Reptiles such as crocodiles and snakes are present on the island in large numbers. 
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Population figures 

 
It is important to pay some attention to the development of the population of Enggano, for drastic 
changes took place in the 1870s. The population figure dropped from 6.420 in 1866 to only 870 in 
18849 and after this dramatic decline the population decreased even further10.  

 
There has been much speculation about what happened on Enggano in the 1870s, and why the 
population never recovered to its previous level. It is clear from the reports of visiting civil colonial 
officers and medical doctors that diseases played a major role in the decimation of the Engganese 
population. Cholera, malaria, and venereal diseases have been mentioned. 

 
Whole villages were practically wiped out, local social networks completely fractured, and belief in 
the traditional religious and worldly value systems probably declined. Documentation is lacking, but 
remarks by several authors on dwindling population figures and high abortion rates, also suggest a 
gradual decline after the 1870s. The Dutch authorities tried to deal with the situation by sending 
medical doctors to the island, with the task of discovering what was really happening. Later, in the 
beginning of the twentieth-century the authorities also stimulated migration from Sumatra and Java 
to Enggano, a policy that was given a specific follow-up by the Indonesian authorities after 
Independence in 1945. 

 
In 1961 the Indonesian authorities decided that Enggano should become a rehabilitation centre for 
juvenile and young adult offenders from Java11. Within two years some 2600 of these forced 
labourers were transferred to Enggano. The indigenous population at this moment is estimated at 
only 400 people. These differences in numbers clearly show the enormous impact the arrival of 
these 2600 immigrants must have had on the local communities. Tensions between the 
Engganese and the newcomers were inevitable, although there were also some positive aspects. 
The young Javanese offenders cleared the bush in some places to construct wet rice fields. 
Nowadays the rice yield there is a welcome addition to the local diet, yet production is insufficient, 
and rice still is imported from Bengkulu. 

 
The most recent Indonesian statistics, available in the Kantor Statistik in Bengkulu, show that 1420 
people were living on Enggano in 1989. The interesting thing is that only 35,85 per cent of the 
population said they belong to the suku12 Koomayk, a kinship group specially created to include 
the immigrants. The other 64,15 per cent claimed membership of one of the original Engganese 
suku. This would mean that the original population is again increasing in numbers, although many 
mixed marriages must have been responsible for this development. The most recent population 
figures, coming from the Puskesmas13 on Enggano, mention a total population of 1635 in March 
1994. 
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3. History of Enggano 
 
Since no archaeological research has ever been done on Enggano, nothing is known about the 
prehistory of Engganese culture. We can only speculate about early developments on the 
island. Local stories suggest a place of origin somewhere in the hills, but migration from 
overseas seems more realistic. 
 
Although the name 'Enggano'14 suggests early contacts with Portuguese ships, the oldest 
published information on the island comes from the journals15 of the first Dutch ships that went to 
Indonesia. On the 5th of June 1596 four ships under the command of Cornelis de Houtman16 
approached land. It appeared to be an island. Although some crew members tried to go ashore to 
get fresh supplies, they returned to their ships after seeing some natives who appeared to be very 
aggressive.  
 
In 1602, 1614, 1622, and 1629 other Dutch ships came to Enggano and sometimes succeeded in 
trading some goods. However, in general the population was not inclined to seek much contact 
with the visitors.  
In 1645 the Dutch colonial administration in Batavia sent two ships to get slaves from Enggano. In 
the fierce fighting two Dutch soldiers were killed, but the other soldiers succeeded in capturing 82 
people. On the way back to Batavia six of the Engganese died. The fate of the other captives is not 
known. It is likely that they never returned to Enggano, and died as slaves in Batavia.  
The expedition was not considered a success, so for a long time the Dutch lost their interest in 
Enggano. 
 
More than a hundred years later, in 1771, the Englishman Charles Miller visited Enggano. His 
experiences were published in 1778, and translated into Dutch in 1779. Another century later a Mr. 
R. Francis17, trader in coconut oil, stayed on Enggano during the periods 1865-1866 and 1868-
1870 18. He must have made a deep impression on the Engganese people, for they were still 
talking about this Mr. Francis in the 1930s when the German linguist Hans Kähler19 visited the 
island. 
 
We have to wait for the nineteenth-century until contact with Enggano becomes more intense. We 
find a description of the trading activities of Buginese sailors with Engganese people in an article of 
1854 by the Buginese trader Boewang20. Around that time Dutch government officials also began 
to visit Enggano. Since there has never been a permanent Dutch government station on the island, 
officials from Bengkulu visited Enggano on 'inspectietochten' (inspection trips). In 1852 Von 
Rosenberg stayed on the island for two weeks. He published his findings in an article (1855) and a 
book (1878). Although his account does not give a very accurate description of the island's culture, 
it is the first attempt at a more scientific approach. 
 
Helfrich's article of 1888 is also very helpful. O.L. Helfrich worked as a civil servant (controleur) in 
Bengkulu, and he visited Enggano several times. 
 
The most important researcher of Enggano culture, however, is undoubtedly the Italian traveller 
Elio Modigliani. In 1891 he stayed on the island for eight months, and his book ‘L'isola delle 
donne.Viaggio ad Engano’ (1894) is still an important source of information, not only because of the 
text, but also because of the illustrations. In 1994 those illustrations were greeted with great 
surprise on Enggano. 
When Modigliani was on Enggano some villages were still located in the hills. Soon after this, all 
the Engganese moved to the coastal areas. 
 
Population decline 
 
In the second half of the nineteenth-century the Dutch authorities began to worry about a rapid 
decline in the population on Enggano. They sent medically trained researchers to the island to find 
out the possible causes of this decline. The results were not satisfactory, and the reasons for the 
rapid decrease in the original Engganese population were never clearly revealed. It is most 
probable, however, that diseases like cholera, malaria and syphilis, had severely affected the 
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Enggano population in the 1870s. By the beginning of the twentieth-century there were only a few 
hundred Engganese left. 
 
In 1994 some 1600 people were living on Enggano. About 60 per cent of the population claimed 
to be of genuine Engganese descent. 
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4. Engganese culture 
 
Economy 
 
Agriculture 
 
Bananas, tubers (ubi), vegetables, fish, and coconuts have always been available in great 
quantities. In the past these products were the main sources of food and trade. In fact, in the 
nineteenth-century the Buginese traders seemed to have been attracted to Enggano by the large 
quantities of coconuts21.  
 
Most Engganese have their own gardens somewhere in the bush, changing their locations after 
some time (swidden cultivation). Immigrants follow the same pattern, so with a growing number of 
people the pressure on the ground will increase. During the 1994 field-work immigrants from Java 
and Sumatra were burning the forest close to Banjarsari.  
 
Since the 1960s, owing to the arrival of a large number of immigrants, there have been a number of 
wet rice on Enggano. Local Engganese also make use of these fields. 
 
Fishing and hunting 
 
Apart from garden products a great variety of fish is available, mainly from the sea and, to a lesser 
extent, from the rivers. The people utilise several techniques for fishing. Spears can be used to 
catch fishes on the reefs. Lines and hooks are also used for fishing, and just before sunset one can 
often observe people fishing with small throwing nets.  
Larger nets are also used; these are set in the sea close to the coast. According to Hans Kähler 22 
the people were also using poison to catch fish.  
 
Pork is also eaten, but not on a regular daily basis. Especially for feasts, people catch wild pig in 
the forest, using big strong nets. Once caught these pigs are beaten to death or speared. Traps are 
also used. Wild pig is present in abundance, sometimes attacking people who are hunting or on 
their way to the gardens.  
One can also find domesticated animals on Enggano. Pigs, dogs, cats and chickens are kept in 
great numbers. However, all three were imported in the eighteenth or the nineteenth-centuries. 
More recent is the introduction of the kerbau, the water buffalo. 
 
Water 
 
Nowadays many households have their own water wells for drinking and washing. In times of 
extreme drought the people go to the river to wash. Water from the rivers can also be used for 
drinking, as can the milk from coconuts. The meat of the coconut is eaten.  
 
Trade 
 
An important trade item is copra. Due to the strong price fluctuations, however, this is an insecure 
source of income. Traditionally, there seems to have been no other export products. Imported 
products, at least in the nineteenth-century, were beads, tin and the metal blades for the swords, 
parang. We find these products used in Engganese material culture. Before the arrival of 
Buginese, Sumatran, and European traders, however, the Engganese did not seem to have been 
very oriented towards the outside world. Their boats were probably not seaworthy and trade was 
therefore limited to exchange between villages. 
  
 
Social structure  

 
The suku 

 
Engganese social structure is based on exogamous matrilineal clans (locally called suku).23 The 
clans are supposed to be strictly exogamous, according to some old sources. In reality people are 
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allowed to marry within the same clan, as long as the marriage partners do not belong to the same 
kelompok (subdivision of the clan)24, and as long as religion does not stand in the way25.  
 
There are five Engganese clans: Kauno, Kaitora, Kaarubi, Kaohoa, and Kaaruba. The subdivision 
of the clans seems to vary. Many of these kelompok, however, no longer exist. This is because 
people migrated to other islands and married non-Engganese, thus creating an inactive situation 
for the kelompok concerned. Especially when Engganese, matrilineal, women married non-
Engganese men, usually patrilineal, the kelompok lost an opportunity for survival; for the children 
were normally incorporated in the family of the man. 
 
Although there are now five 'original’ Engganese suku, in the distant past there seems to have 
been only three suku. They were said to be decended from three women who were named after 
species of wood. The mythical story gives an explanation for the origin of the Engganese 
people, and at the same time explains the current social structure26.  
A sixth suku, Koomayk, was officially added in 1963, to deal with the increasing influx of 
immigrants from Java. Some 2600 forced labourers - or tuna karya as they are called - came to 
Enggano in this period. Apparently, the problem of incorporating the newcomers into Enggano 
social structure was dealt with by creating a new suku. 
 
Since the Engganese suku are matrilineal, the female line in the kin group determines inheritance. 
Land is owned by the women and inherited by their daughters, just like the old boats once used for 
festive occasions, and the old traditional beehive-shaped houses. 
 
The political structure 
 
The old sources are not clear, and even contradictory, on the subject of the political structure on 
Enggano. The male and female leaders of the suku – called ekapu and ekaahuoi respectively27 - 
were probably very important. The nineteenth-century authors, however, merely concentrated on 
territorial divisions and related leadership. The number of hamlets28 counted by different authors 
varies greatly, and the relationship between the villages and the kin groups is also not clear. 
Nowadays the modern Indonesian system of leadership, involving kepala desa (village heads), 
prevails on the island. Nonetheless family leaders still play an important role. Present male suku 
leaders are not always the oldest men, or the oldest brother of the female head of the suku. They 
are chosen for their capacities among the possible candidates, who have to be related to the main 
female line of the suku. 
 
Religion and rituals 
 
Nowadays 40 per cent of the population of Enggano is Christian; the other 60 per cent is Muslim. 
Islam has gained influence mainly due to the immigration of people from Sumatra and Java. 
Muslim leaders are usually local people who have been trained on Sumatra and have returned to 
Enggano to lead the services. They are regarded as locals, while the protestant missionaries are 
seen as outsiders. In the past, European missionaries worked on the island (from 1903 onwards), 
but some time ago the mission was taken over by Batak missionaries. 
 
Not much is known about traditional Engganese religion. The old sources are very vague about 
religious matters. Even during the 1994 fieldwork, the people were unable to give any relevant 
information on the subject. Some old sources stress the belief in evil spirits, but a clear description 
is lacking.  
 
Van der Straaten and Severijn 29 state that the Engganese had not the slightest notion of religion, 
and that the authors’ attempt to explain the existence of a supreme being evoked the reaction that 
"this supreme being should bring many gifts if it ever came to the island". Walland30 also says that 
there are no traces of religion, although evil spirits are known. He discusses them in the context of 
death, for the dead are supposed to change into evil spirits who tease the relatives of the 
deceased. On the other hand Walland31 does mention a story about a culture hero, named Liho, 
who divided the population into eight groups, giving each of them a part of the island to prevent 
further fighting. This culture hero is also supposed to be the creator of rules on how to deal with 
marriages, adultery, theft and murder. Liho ends up as a character of the underworld, able to cause 
earthquakes and diseases.  
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Feasts 
 
Wahora 
 
Both Keuning and Suzuki32 mention the existence of a big feast – wahora - that is celebrated 
once every few years in the North-eastern part of the island. Unfortunately a good description of 
this ritual is lacking. Helfrich33 reports that wahora was a feast in which the whole population of 
the island participated. Two priests, dukun, led the population to a place between Malakoni and 
Karakuwa where most of the spirits lived. There the population was divided into two groups. The 
men then went to cut and collect wood in each other’s area, after which they returned to the 
ritual place. Women and children joined in, and they shouted the words: “Destroy all the 
caterpillars, then the harvest will be abundant and there will be as much as the amount of wood 
that has been collected.‘34 The dukun led this ceremony. After this everyone participated in a 
communal meal. 
 
Eakalea / kaleak baba:  
 
In 1973 Kähler published a description of what he called the eakalea feast35. It is the story of the 
harvest feast as told by an informant.  
 
The preparation for the eakalea began with the tidying of the graves of important people. The 
organisers of the feast gathered at a chief’s grave to discuss the procedure. One of them split a 
coconut and ceremonially cleaned the graves, saying: 
Now, do I pray to the graves of all of you, now, and I have cleansed them so that all your resting-
places may be clean. But now I say: open them so that all your resting places may be clean. But 
now I say: open my eyes for me here, do not obscure the earth before me! Wherever I may go, 
send me good fortune. Whatever I may seek in times to come, let me not meet with evil in my going 
about in times to come ! Thus do I speak. Send now all that I desire to achieve fulfilment. Thus do I 
speak now at the completion of the cleansing of your graves at this time. 36  
 
The chief was now ready to organise a large feast. A female chief also had to perform a ceremony 
to secure the ‘going forth of her nephews and of her younger brothers’. 

 
Next, the yam tubers, the products of the gardens, were collected. The people attached them to 
carrying poles, fifteen poles for a female chief and ten for a male chief, and brought the food to the 
village the next day. The following activity was a fishing expedition. For three nights the people 
went down to the sea, and when they saw that the catch was abundant, they returned to their 
houses. It is stressed that the chief then exclaimed: Go into your houses! When you are come into 
your houses, give the contents of your hands to your wives 37. Just as with the harvest from the 
gardens, the catch was brought home. 
 
After having ‘prayed’ for a successful hunt, the men went into the forest to hunt for wild pig. The 
game was caught and divided among the houses according to a strict system. The heart, the 
spleen, the fillet and the belly meat were removed before the pig was roasted over the flames of a 
fire. The hunters then took the whole catch to the slaughtering place in the village, also referred to 
as the ‘place where his head is cut off’. They then brought the pig's head into the house of a female 
chief. 
 
The trip to the forest to catch pigs was repeated in the trip to the gardens, this time to gather 
bananas. Finally they went down to the sea again, and stayed there for two days. The women, who 
stayed home, roasted the yams. Coming back after the fishing expedition the men again went to 
the house of a female chief, saying: ‘It is finished. We have brought everything to completion; 
everything we sought is now complete. … Tomorrow we will go and fetch forked branches.’ 38  
 
The forked branches and bamboo poles collected in the forest served as installations on which the 
food was displayed. Ripe, sprouting coconuts also hung together with the food, to be used at the 
end of the feast.  
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Collecting large amounts of food is part of many ritual feasts. Modigliani 1894. 
 
Then, young coconuts were also taken down. These were said to supplement the ripe, sprouting 
coconuts. The assembly for the feast, in which several villages were involved, could not take place 
at the dark of the moon, although the invitations went out when the moon was waning. The 
invitations were sent to the other villages involved. In the meantime the people installed the food on 
the forked branches in the organisers' village. It is said that the community was divided into four, 
and that four installations of food were being made. While waiting for the guests the coconuts, 
yams, bananas, fish and pork hung on poles. 
 
Kähler not only gave a description of the rituals during the festivities. He also informs us about the 
ornaments used by the people of the village organizing the feast. Here, it is sufficient to cite 
Kähler’s remarks39 on the women's ornaments, remarks resembling those made nearly a hundred 
years before by Helfrich40. 
 

 

 
Engganese woman in festive dress. Modigliani 1894. 
 
"… they wear aprons made of Buginese glass beads when they take part in an eakalea feast, and 
they wear ear-ornaments made from the tail feathers of the ekiu’i bird and from the tail feathers of 
the parrots… they wore necklaces of e’odoko shells…There was also another ornament for women 
called a ‘hair cylinder’. In this they put their ornaments, which were called eit’ia’a. This was the 
ornament of the women who organised a great eakalea feast, for we might not use this for 
purposes of ornamentation at small gatherings, but only at those for which thorough preparations 
were made." 
 
In the meantime the invited visitors also decorated themselves (differently) and also collected food 
to bring to the feast. When the visitors arrived in the village where the feast was being given, the 
leader of the village invited everyone to go a place in the forest where they have camped before. It 
is not stipulated which place this was. People took spears and bush knives. Then they rejoiced and 
cried out as they came (back to the village). Near the village they formed a circle and stamped with 
their feet on the earth. The earth roared from their actions. Finally, the chief who was in charge of 
the feast said: ‘Enough! You are satisfied, and so also am I’. Apparently, it concerned a leader of 
the visiting groups, for he also said: ‘you have invited me and I have come in order to beautify our 
gathering. And thus we are both satisfied, for we have arranged to ease our hearts with sport’. 
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Then people sang and danced. Those who organised the feast sang something else, and the 
songs did not mingle." 
 
After the dancing the chief of the feast givers took a yam, which represented a dead person, and 
wrapped it in a piece of cloth. The cloth apparently came from Tuan Frantjis (Mr. Francis) who 
spent some time on Enggano in the 1860s. The chief held the yam and the cloth and said: 
This is the end of my thoughts at the place where my dead grandchildren and my dead younger 
brothers and sisters died, for I have called all of us together. All of us here are well. Let us hear my 
leave-taking from them. They are going towards their village, for I am now satisfied’. 
 
At this point the description becomes unclear. The image of a dead person and the shadow 
(image) of a dead grandchild are mentioned, but it is not clear who said what. At the end, Kähler’s 
narrator explains that when visiting an eakalea feast ‘we must not bring any feelings of hatred with 
us to the place of the gathering, for otherwise the chief is angry with us for bringing killing there’. 
 
Although the feast drew to an end now, the last night of the ritual the visitors went back to the 
organisers' village of to ‘frighten’ them. Again according to Kähler’s informant, they performed 
several dances and sang beautiful songs. Several scenes were also acted out, but these are not 
described in detail.  
 
The "ant dance" 
 
The most important dance was called the ant dance. During this dancers penetrated the people's 
houses, and when the owners of the houses illuminated the invaders with a torch, it was said to 
symbolise the burning of the ants. Later, when all the performances were finished, food was 
brought in. This phase of the feast was called ‘the occupying of the houses’. 
Finally, a ceremonial farewell is performed for the guests; they are again given large amounts of 
food, too heavy to be carried without help. 
 
In 1994 several informants claimed that the ant dance was the most important typically Engganese 
dance, and it is still performed as a welcome dance when high officials from the mainland visit the 
island. 
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5. Engganese material culture 
 
None of our sources give a complete account of the material environment of the Engganese, and 
nowadays many of the traditional objects have disappeared. 
By looking at Enggano collections in museums41 - nearly all of which were collected in the 
nineteenth-century - we arrive at the following classification of old Engganese material culture. 
 
Contrary to the first European depiction of the Engganese people in the journal of Cornelis de 
Houtman, which shows them completely naked, both men and women had a large variety of 
clothes, using fibres, barkcloth, beads, wood, tinfoil, feathers, leaves and grasses.  
 
As is often the case, regular daily dress was not very special. Fibres and grasses were used to 
make loincloths, and roots of trees were used to make bracelets. Belts made of pig hair were worn, 
although the beautifully decorated ones were reserved for festive occasions. Small barkcloth shirts 
are known, but there is no clarity about their function and symbolic meaning. The men’s 
headdresses for the mourning period after the death of a relative were rather peculiar, since no 
similar objects can be found anywhere else in Indonesia. A curved headdress made of banana 
leaves had to be worn for three months after the relative’s death. Modigliani published a 
photograph of a man wearing such a headdress. 
 

    
  

 
Women's clothing 
 
The most conspicuous part of Engganese material culture, however, is women’s clothing for large 
ritual feasts, particularly the kaleak baba, the harvest ritual. Around the hips the women wore belts 
made of pig hair elaborately decorated with imported glass beads. Red, white and blue beads were 
especially used, and there are indications that the number of red beads hanging from the main part 
of the belt represented the number of heads taken for the feast. Glass beads were also used for 
the necklaces, in combination with a mother-of-pearl ornament. The ornaments are usually 
decorated with incised geometric designs or - in one rare case - with the depiction of a European 
ship.  
 
The women’s headdresses, epaku, are the most peculiar part of the ritual dress. The epaku 
consists of a wooden cylinder, on which a squatting figure is carved, and is often partly covered 
with tinfoil. The tin cannot be found on Enggano, so like the beads it must have been imported. 
Sticks with chicken feathers were attached to the top of the headdress. In most headdresses that 
have survived in museums, these sticks are lacking. Only rarely do we see the object in its ‘full 
glory’  
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RMV 728-17.   

 
During rituals the wooden cylinders were put over the women's hair and secured with small 
wooden or bamboo sticks. While dancing the women moved their heads, in circular movements, 
during which the sticks with the chicken feathers were flung about. Amulets, also with squatting 
figures, were also worn during these feasts. Long strings of fibres, with or without beads, used to 
hang from these amulets.42 
The meaning of the squatting figures has long been unclear. Modigliani calls them ‘war trophies’. 
The women’s headdresses and the amulets are, however, not the only types of objects in which the 
squatting figures appear.  
 
Many parts of houses - such as roof decorations, doors and door frames, and decorations for 
pillars - have survived in museums. In addition, house models - which may also serve as sources 
for information - are held in several museums.43 Naturally, one should be careful not to study the 
models without a critical view on the consequences of building scale models, since models may not 
always accurately represent reality. It should also be noted that the models have probably always 
been made for a collector and never for local use.  
As in many societies, the houses are important material expressions on Enggano, with various 
symbolic meanings. 
 
Boats and parts of boats 
 
We do not know a great deal about Engganese boats. Descriptions and photographs are lacking. 
Some sources state that large canoes existed in the past, and that there were even boat races in 
which families competed. Only three models of small Engganese boats have been preserved.44  
According to local informants the large boats were owned by the suku, in particular the female line 
of the kin group. A similar principle of ownership was applied in the case of the beehive houses. 
 
Several boat ornaments are kept in museum collections. Prow ornaments include wooden flying 
birds and expressive wooden heads with mother-of-pearl eyes and teeth. Curved wooden sticks 
were attached to the stern with white pieces of cotton. The meaning of this decoration is not known. 
A carving, in which sometimes a male and a female figure can be distinguished, connects the left-
hand and the right-hand boards of the canoes.  

 
Weapons 
 
Knives 
 
Metal forging was, and still is unknown on Enggano. Up to the present day the metal for knives and 
bush knives (parang) has been imported from mainland Sumatra. The wooden hilts are still made 
locally, but those intended for the parang reveal great stylistic similarities with those produced on 
the mainland. The hilts for the smaller knives are typically Engganese.  
 
A head is carved in wood usually, covered with tinfoil, as is the case with the carved squatting 
figures on the women's headdresses. In 1994 an old Javanese kris with a hilt carved in Engganese 
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style was still present on the island. The kris was said to protect the house of its owner from 
burning down. 
 

  
RMV 5788-7 
 
Spears 
 
A great variety of spears (for which the Indonesian word tombak is used) are found on Enggano. 
The curved hooks are typical for the island.  
Since the nineteenth-century the spear heads have been made of metal, but in the past they were 
made of bone. 

 

 
RMV 135-29 
  
Each category of spears has its own name.  
 
The hunting spears can be used for a variety of purposes, the most frequently mentioned being the 
hunting of pigs. Spears once served as marriage gifts, as well. Some are considered to be old 
family pusaka, and are given to the next generation of men through the female line. After the 
owner has died it is not his son who acquires the pusaka, but his sister’s son.  
 
Shields 
 
Engganese shields are very rare. Three well-preserved shields are part of the collection of the 
Tropenmuseum in Amsterdam45.  
Sometimes a human or mythical being is depicted on the shields, but the meaning of this design is 
not clear. Some house models show a shield attached to the underside of the house.  
 
The three shields in the Tropenmuseum are large and heavy, which suggests that warfare on 
Enggano was rather static. The shield offers more than enough space to hide behind for one 
person, but is difficult to carry around. A wooden pin under the shield was probably used to drive it 
into the ground. 
 

  
From Modigliani 1894. 
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Utensils   
 
A variety of old Engganese utensils have survived in museum collections. Wooden bowls were 
used to prepare food. Rattan baskets were made to carry garden products from the gardens to the 
village. The baskets are very distinct because of the extra rattan support on the outside.  
 

 
RMV 3600-1595 
 
In 1994 they were still made and used together with more recently introduced metal and plastic 
buckets.  
Whether or not pottery was produced on a large scale is not very clear. Only one earthenware pot 
has survived.46 
 
Adzes  
 
A few adzes are also kept in museum collections (Amsterdam and Florence).  
The parang, often used in daily life, is mentioned in the category ‘weapons’. 
 
Nets 
 
Several types of net existed. The largest and most solid ones are the nets used for catching pigs. 
Fish nets and bird nets were also used. The bamboo and coconut containers used for storing the 
smaller nets were normally closed with a wooden lid carved with a squatting figure, which can also 
be found on top of the women’s ritual headdresses.  
 
Musical instruments  
 
Only bamboo flutes and shell horns have been collected.  
 

 
RMV 820-85 
 
Apparently drums were not used, or they have been used and not collected. In 1994 people beat 
small bamboo sticks rhythmically against each other to accompany their singing during a wedding. 

  
 Sculpture 
  
 One freestanding statue47 is known, which according to Modigliani’s notes, is said to be a front 

ornament for a boat. Other three-dimensional sculpture is here treated as part of the categories 
clothing, houses and boats. 
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6. Beehive houses on Enggano 
 
The Engganese word for house is euba. Most conspicuous is the beehive house (euba ekadodio), 
but this type was not the only one.  
 

 
A beehive house. Modigliani 1894 
 
Combined with the round houses, one also found rectangular houses. A horizontal plank, which 
served as a bridge, usually connected the two. One could thus reach the other house without tou-
ching the ground. In some cases, as we can see in the house models,48 a platform was built under 
the beehive house. Two posts, sometimes with carvings on their upper parts, supported this 
platform. 
 
One can thus state that the old Engganese houses are different from practically all other 
Indonesian house types. The round shape especially, sometimes called ‘beehive’ 49, is notably 
different from the well-known rectangular houses of the Batak, Toraja, Minangkabau, Malay etc. of 
insular South-east Asia. Round houses are rare in this part of the world; one also sees them on the 
Nicobar Islands and Timor, to mention two well-known examples. Indeed, in the literature on 
Enggano50, the houses have been compared with Nicobarese houses. This comparison, however, 
only holds good at a very superficial level.  
 
Pillars 
 
The simplest shape for the round house, without platform, was in fact just a floor, made of wood 
from the Afzelia palembanica51 supported by some (probably eight) poles each approximately 2.50 
metres high. The roof was attached directly to the floor, as in a beehive, with rattan leaves on a 
bamboo or wooden frame. The beehive was probably supported by eight to ten pillars52.  
 
Decoration 
 
Little is known about the decoration of the rectangular houses, but the round houses contain 
several interesting details. A wooden bird was attached to the top of the house. The central post 53, 
or one of the main posts (where there are two main posts), seems to have been decorated with 
woodcarvings supporting the floor of the beehive house.54  
 
The entrance 
 
The small oval wooden doors, each in a wooden frame, were usually also decorated. One finds 
both floral designs and (human) faces. 
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Doors of beehive houses, collected by Modigliani. 
 
The houses could only be entered through these small doors, each just wide enough to crawl 
through55. There wasn’t any other opening, not even for smoke to escape. A beehive house 
could be reached via stairs made from one single tree trunk. A face was carved at the top of the 
stairs  
 
Pole house 
 
Another type of house on Enggano was the 'pole' house or euba kieetebe 56. Although this house is 
mentioned, we have hardly any information about its function. Helfrich57 classifies this house 
among the houses for living in, just as the Malay type and the beehive houses. 
 

 
Modigliani 1894 
 
Pigsties 
 
Apart from the houses one also found pigsties on Enggano. Both the Museum Nasional in Jakarta 
and the Rijksmuseum voor Volkenkunde in Leiden own models of these pigsties.  
 

 
RMV 728-8 

 
They stood directly on the ground, serving as housing for domesticated pigs. According to our 
sources the door handles of these constructions were decorated 58. 
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The space in and around the houses 
 
Inside the beehive house there was only one room. The only opening was the door. Along the wall 
there were several objects of ritual importance to the family, but unfortunately it is not always clear 
what kind of objects were used and stored for this purpose. In the middle of the house there was a 
fireplace, usually filled with earth. The main purpose must have been to keep insects out of the 
house, although the fire also kept the house warm at night. The people must have preferred to 
cook elsewhere, since there was no opening in the roof to let out smoke and kitchen utensils were 
stored somewhere else. Other items inside the house were sleeping mats made of pandanus 
leaves. Only husband, wife, and one or two young children slept in the beehive house. Other 
relatives and older children slept in a rectangular house connected to the beehive house. This 
rectangular house not only served as a place to sleep, but apparently was also used as a kitchen.  
This house must have been much more comfortable than the beehive house, because it did not 
have closed walls, smoke could escape easily, and there was more space. A disadvantage must 
have been the cold, for especially at night it can be quite cold on Enggano. People not only kept 
pigs under the house, but supposedly also stored their shields there. This idea seems to be 
confirmed by the fact that the Engganese word for shield, euba u obo, also means ‘house for a pig’. 
 
The villages 
 
Usually the house of the local leader occupied a central place in the village. It was also the 
tallest house. The other houses were built in a circle around this central house. The villages 
could be very small, consisting of only five houses, or somewhat larger, up to perhaps twenty 
houses59.  
The regular Engganese word for a village is eka’udara. A village community, however, can also 
be called a kahanai’ia, which means a place for slaughtering the pigs. Several of these small 
villages could be joined in clusters. All the people living in such a small circle of houses were 
related60. They might have belonged to the same sub-clan or lineage, kelompok in Bahasa 
Indonesia or pahai in the Engganese language, thereby being related to each other in the 
matrilineal line.  
Kähler61 suggests that more than one kinship group lived in every small circular village. A fence, 
made of wooden poles tied together with rattan, surrounded the village. Outside this circular 
space one found the gardens, and at a greater distance the bush. 
 
Decorations 
 
Based on the data presently available, it is very difficult to enlarge on the subject of the 
decorations on the beehive houses. One is tempted to compare the Engganese situation with 
other cultural contexts in the Indonesian archipelago. It is, however, dangerous to speculate on 
this subject, because the available information does not give us many clues. Some of the 
houses, probably those of important village leaders, had a central post under the floor or the 
platform. A wooden sculpture was fixed to the top of this, representing the torso, head and 
raised arms of a human figure. Modigliani62 states that it concerns the image of a slain enemy, 
sometimes described as a war trophy. This indicates that a relationship must have existed 
between war trophies, hunted heads, and house construction; a relationship that can be found 
in other Indonesian cultures as well. 
 
The doors 
 
Strangely enough not much is known about the decorated doors of Engganese houses. Modigliani 
wrote63 that the doors were mainly decorated with floral designs. He mentions one door with a 
human figure on it, saying that it represents a child. The lower parts of the door frames were 
usually decorated with circular or floral designs64. In a door frame owned by the Tropenmuseum in 
Amsterdam65 two figures, male and female, are carved in a position suggesting sexual intercourse. 
Similar designs were used in canoes, to connect the left and the right boards of the boats.66 
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Birds 
 
The bird designs on top of the roofs of the beehive houses seem to have had a protective 
function67. Wooden birds are also used to decorate canoe bows, but they might have had a 
different function in this context.  
 
Based on his talks with an Engganese informant, Kähler68 suggests that the birds on the bows of 
the canoes follow the fast-flying herons, and thus make the canoes go faster. Beautiful examples of 
such wooden birds can be found in the collections of the Rijksmuseum voor Volkenkunde in Leiden 
and the Museo Nazionale di Antropologia e Etnologia in Florence. 
 

 
RMV 820-76b 
 
The stairs of the beehive houses in several house models usually have a carving of a human-like 
face at the top. The style of these carvings is similar to that of the woodcarving serving as a finial of 
the central house post, to the squatting figures of the women’s headdresses, and to their amulets 
worn during harvest rituals. It is likely that the decoration of the stairs also represents the image of 
the slain enemy.  
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7. Representations of the slain enemy 
 
Despite the scarcity of sources it is possible to identify at least one material expression that may 
have been of great ritual importance to the Engganese in the past. We have come across a 
squatting figure several times - on women’s headdresses, the amulets and the lids of containers – 
and we have mentioned Modigliani’s interpretation of these figures as war trophies. This idea has 
most likely also been a central concept in other parts of Engganese material culture. Similar 
carvings - although not the whole squatting figures, but only the heads – occur as knife hilts69 and 
on house ornaments on the central post and the stairs70. 

 
RMV 2139-2 
 
In all these cases the pictured head is probably the image of a slain enemy; an image that is 
closely related to the fertility of the family and the soil. One had to kill to be able to create new life. 
Apparently, on Enggano slain enemies symbolically supported the house. Thus the family living in 
the house was, as it were, supported by the image of the slain enemy in securing the welfare of the 
family and in producing new generations. Recent information from fieldwork confirms the important 
function of the house's central post. Interviews with family leaders on Enggano in 1994 revealed 
clearly that the central post, also the first post to be placed, was related to the house owner’s suku, 
and was supposed to bring prosperity to the family. 
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8. Modern material culture 
 
Nowadays most Engganese live in houses made of cement which are built directly on the 
ground, although a fairly considerable number of people still live in rectangular houses made of 
wood and other natural materials, built on pillars. The old beehive houses have disappeared, 
probably since 190371. 
 
There are only a few television sets on Enggano. Electricity is available only in some houses 
(and usually only for part of the evening), since not everybody can afford an aggregate. Those 
who can afford them use Japanese motorbikes, although there is only one small road on the 
island. In 1994 there was only one car, used for transporting coconuts to the boat landing. 
 
Fish nets are now made of modern materials, and are imported. Outboard engines are used on 
the single-hull canoes, mainly for transport close to the coast. The open sea is avoided, 
because of the dangers involved. Even on the coral reef, the waves can be high and wild. 

 
Traditional clothing has disappeared completely in daily life. On special occasions some 
headdresses, spears and loin decorations are still used. The women’s headdress with the 
image of the slain enemy is no longer used. 
There are some small shops on Enggano, which sell products imported from the mainland, such 
as sweets for the children. 
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Noten 
 
                                                           
1 Published sources 
Suzuki (1958) gave an excellent summary of the literature available up to the date of his publication. Although his survey 
is not complete (see references in De Jong 1938) it is a good starting point for further research, and it gives an overall 
view of the published information on Enggano. About the same time Keuning, at that time curator of the Indonesian 
Department of the Rijksmuseum voor Volkenkunde in Leiden, made an historical study of Enggano culture, particularly 
of its contacts with the outside world and their dramatic consequences. Keuning published two articles on the subject 
(1955, 1958). More recent publications are Jaspan (1973), Kähler (1973, 1975, 1987) and Ter Keurs (1995). 
Since the 1960s some museum catalogues have paid attention to Engganese material culture (e.g. Van Brakel, et al 1987; 
Greub, 1988). However, the information added to the objects is based on the old sources also used by Suzuki and Keuning. 
Naturally, we must add that it is important that these objects have been published. 
A selection of the published sources can be found under the heading ‘Literature’. 
 
2 Unpublished sources 
The unpublished sources are, of course, less accessible. Apart from museum collections and accompanying information, with 
which we will deal elsewhere, there are some important sources to be mentioned here. The Portuguese archive material on 
early trips to Indonesia should be studied further. If the name Enggano is indeed derived from the Portuguese language,2 this 
source of information should not be neglected. Secondly, we would like to mention the archive of the Rheinische Mission in 
Wupperthal/Barmen (Germany). The Rheinische Mission established itself on Enggano in 1903. Thirdly, there are some 
Dutch archives in which the notes made by former colonial officers can be found. 
Some statistical information on the present population of Enggano is available in the Kantor Statistik (Statistical Office) in 
Bengkulu and the local authorities on Enggano. Finally, there is a M.A. thesis by Effendi, from the University of Padang, who 
studied Enggano social structure. 
 
 
3 Museum collections 
Museum collections, and the data that go with them, are important sources of information about Enggano. Four museum 
collections form the core of our knowledge of Engganese material culture. The oldest ones are the collections of the Museum 
Nasional (National Museum) in Jakarta, and the Rijksmuseum voor Volkenkunde in Leiden. To a certain extent these two 
collections are more or less similar, since the same people collected them. People like Von Rosenberg and Helfrich worked 
for the Dutch authorities, and they collected for both the Bataviaasch Genootschap voor Kunsten en Wetenschappen and the 
Rijksmuseum voor Volkenkunde. The ethnographic collection of the Bataviaasch Genootschap later became the collection of 
the National Museum in Jakarta. Some collectors, like the two mentioned above, ensured that their collections were well 
documented. 
A very important collection is that made by Modigliani, and now stored in the Museo Nazionale di Antropologia e Etnologia in 
Florence, Italy. It appears that Modigliani was still able to collect objects that were to disappear rapidly from the map of 
Engganese material culture at the beginning of the twentieth-century. The boat ornaments (photo), the women’s headdresses 
(photo), and many other objects Modigliani collected, have an aesthetic quality that cannot be found in later times. In many 
cases the objects were no longer made, and disappeared entirely. In this respect Abbott's collection is a good reference point. 
W.L. Abbott stayed on Enggano in the beginning of the twentieth-century, in fact just a few years later than Modigliani, and his 
sample of Enggano material is quite different from Modigliani's. Although Abbott collected the same kind of objects, a 
superficial glance already shows a clear difference in aesthetic quality. Apparently Modigliani collected all, or most of the 
‘good’ pieces, and the people could not make, or did not want to make, new ones of the same quality. Abbott was on 
Enggano for three months in 1906, and his collection is now in the National Museum of Natural History in Washington. 
Apart from the four most important Enggano collections (Jakarta, Leiden, Florence, and Washington), there are some smaller 
collections worth mentioning because of the rarity of the objects or the aesthetic qualities. The small Enggano collection of the 
Museum of Ethnology in Rotterdam contains a beautiful door frame (MvVR 7958) (Marschall 1988). The Tropenmuseum in 
Amsterdam owns three shields (TM 244-4, 5 and 6) from Enggano. Apart from the ones Modigliani wrote about, no other 
objects of this type are known. Even the old collections from the museums in Jakarta and Leiden do not include shields. 
Although many Ethnological museums own Engganese objects (mostly spears and baskets), sometimes even without 
knowing it, the collections of the above mentioned four museums remain the most important ones. 
 
4 The fieldwork was carried out in collaboration with the Direktorat Permuseuman in Jakarta and the Indonesian 
Academy of Sciences (LIPI). It was financed by the Leids Etnologisch Fonds. During the fieldwork the researcher was 
accompanied by Mr. Thaufik Yusba of the Museum in Bengkulu. A more detailed account of Engganese (material) 
culture will be published in 2002 as part of the book Condensed Reality: A Study in Material Culture by Pieter ter Keurs 
(in the series Mededelingen (Proceedings) van het Rijksmuseum voor Volkenkunde, Leiden. 
 
5 C.B.H. Baron Von Rosenberg, 1817-1888. 
 
6 O.L. Helfrich, 1860-1958. 
 
7 Enggano Island  
Indonesian Pulau Enggano, Enggano also spelled Engano, island in the Indian Ocean, off the south-west coast of 
Sumatra, Bengkulu provinsi ("province"), Indonesia. Enggano lies about 110 miles (177 km) south of Bengkulu city. It is 
about 22 miles (35 km) long from east to west, 10 miles (16 km) wide north-south, and covers an area of 171 square 
miles (443 square km). Its average elevation is about 330 feet (100 m). Hills, rising to about 922 feet (281 m), cover 
most of the area and are thickly forested with hardwood. The climate is hot and moist, with heavy precipitation 
throughout the year. The low-lying coastal areas have coconut plantations; timber and copra are exported. (Source: 
Encyclopaedia Britannica) 
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8 For detailed information on the natural environment see De Jong 1938 
 
9 Suzuki 1958: 14 
 
10 Winkler (1903) mentions that on June 30 1902 there were only 502 Engganese left. Van Haeften (1910) counted only 
372 Engganese on July 23 1909. Including the Malay and Chinese people present on the island at that time, the 
population reached 411. 
 
11 Jaspan 1973: 54 
 
12 Suku is the local word for exogamous matrilineal clans. 
 
13 The local medical aid post. 
 
14 In Portuguese the word ‘engano’ means ‘disappointment’ or 'deceit'. 

 
15 The published journals of these first contacts with the Engganese people do not give reliable information, which may be 
interesting for our present-day anthropological purposes. The Engganese culture was so strange to the Dutch and the 
superficial way of observing so biased, that we can easily say that these sources do not deserve their acclaimed historical 
importance. 

 
16 Cornelis and Frederik de Houtman were brothers who navigated and led the first Dutch trading expedition to the East 
Indies, an area whose trade had previously been a Portuguese monopoly. Cornelis was born c. 1540, Gouda, The 
Netherlands and died on 11 September 1599 at Aceh, Sumatra, Dutch East Indies. Frederik was born in 1571, Gouda, 
The Netherlands and died 21 October 1627at Alkmaar, The Netherlands. 

They were sent to Lisbon in 1592 as commercial representatives of nine Dutch merchants. The Portuguese imprisoned 
the brothers for attempting to steal secret charts of East Indian sailing routes. After their release in 1595 they returned to 
Amsterdam, where Cornelis was appointed commander of four merchant ships of the Compagnie van Verre, a syndicate 
founded by the nine merchants to establish trade with the East Indies. The brothers set sail with the fleet on 2 April 
1595, and navigated the voyage with the aid of sailing directions written by the Dutch explorer Jan Huyghen van 
Linschoten. After reaching the East Indies in 1596, Cornelis established trade relations with the rulers of Java, Sumatra, 
and Bali (all now part of Indonesia); the brothers returned to Amsterdam with a cargo of spices in 1596. On a second 
voyage (1598-99), they established trade with Madagascar. The brothers returned in 1599 to Sumatra, where Cornelis 
was killed in a battle against the forces of the Sultan of Aceh. 

Frederik, who was imprisoned by the Sultan, studied the Malay language during his confinement and, after his release 
and return to Amsterdam in 1602, wrote the first Malay dictionary (1603). He later served as governor of Amboina (1605-
11) and the Moluccas (1621-23), all now part of Indonesia; in 1619 he discovered Houtman's Abrolhos, shoals on the 
west coast of Australia. (Source: Encyclopaedia Britannica) 

 
17 To a large extent Mr. Francis remains a mystery. Could it be that his name was based on the fact that he was a 
Frenchman ? Prantjis is Malay for French. 

 
18 De Jong 1938: 10 
 
19 Hans Kähler, …. - …. 
 
20 Verslag omtrent het eiland Engano. Tijdschrift voor de Indische Taal-, Land- en volkenkunde, vol.2, 379-393. 
 
21 Keuning 1958: 12 
 
22 1975: XI 
 
23 Nowadays the Sumatran term suku is used, but in the Engganese language the kinship groups were called eahau-u-
ua (Kähler 1987: 375). 
 
24 The Engganese word for kelompok is pahai. 
 
25 According to Jaspan (1973: 58) there is a preference for matrilineal cross-cousin marriage (with MBD). After the 
marriage the man goes to live with the woman (uxorilocal), whose family, in fact, owns the land. 
 
26 The story, as well as a more detailed account of the social structure, will be published in 2002 as part of the book 
‘Condensed Reality. A Study in Material Culture’ by Pieter ter Keurs (in the series Mededelingen van het Rijksmuseum 
voor Volkenkunde, Leiden). 
 

27 Kähler 1987: 375 
 
28 Walland (1864: 103) uses the Dutch word ‘gehuchten’, which means ‘very small villages’. 
 
29 1855: 360 
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30 1864: 100 
 
31 1864: 98-99 
 
32 Respectively 1955 and 1958 
 
33 1888:281-282 
 
34 According to Helfrich 1888. “Vernietigt alle rupsen, opdat de oogst rijkelijk zij en het geoogste evenveel zal bedragen 
als de hoeveelheid bijeenverzameld” (Translation P.t.K). 
 
35 The word eakalea is in fact just the general word for feast. In Kähler’s account the specification kaleak baba does not 
occur. 
 
36 Kähler 1973: 69 
 
37 Kähler 1973: 70 
 
38 Kähler 1973: 73 
 
39 1973:74 
 
40 1888: 302 
 
41 Mainly the museums of Jakarta, Leiden, Florence and Washington. See the section on museum collections. 
 
42 These women’s amulets can be found in the collections of the ethnological museums of Amsterdam, Berlin, Florence 
and Delft, among others. 
 
43 The National Museum in Jakarta (Indonesia), the Rijksmuseum voor Volkenkunde in Leiden (Netherlands), the Museo 
di Antropoligia ed Etnologia in Florence (Italy), and the Tropenmuseum in Amsterdam (Netherlands) own old models of 
Engganese houses. 
 
44 One of the models is kept in Florence, two of them in Leiden. 
 
45 TM 244-4, 5 and 6 
 
46 In the museum in Florence (no. 9778). 
 
47 Florence, no. 9950 
 
48 The National Museum in Jakarta (Indonesia), the Rijksmuseum voor Volkenkunde in Leiden (Netherlands), the Museo 
di Antropologia e Etnologia in Florence (Italy), and the Tropenmuseum in Amsterdam (Netherlands) own old models of 
Engganese houses. 
 
49 Engganese houses used to have the shape of a beehive (photo Mod.). Charles Miller (1778) was the first to notice the 
special shape of the houses, and the first to call them beehive houses. Such a shape occurs rarely in Indonesia. Modigliani 
compares the Engganese houses with the houses in the Nicobar Islands in the Indian Ocean, West of Indonesia. This 
comparison, however, only holds good at a very superficial level. Other houses that look similar to Engganese houses are the 
round houses of Central Timor, although these are not built on pillars like the Engganese ones. Rectangular houses also 
occurred, and still occur, on Enggano. 
 
50 Modigliani 1894: 292 
 
51 Kähler 1975: VI 
 
52 The house models in the collection of the Rijksmuseum voor Volkenkunde also have eight pillars each. 
 
53 See models in Jakarta, no. 4094, and Florence, no. 9636 
 
54 A central post was probably only present under the houses of important people. In many house models the central 
post is missing. Modigliani 1894: 232, 234 
 
55 Helfrich 1888: 294; Modigliani 1894: 119-120. 
 
56 Described by Kähler (1987: 279) and illustrated by Modigliani (1894: Tavola XXI). 
 
57 1888: 294 
 
58 See handle in Florence, no. 9650; Modigliani 1894: 123). The museum in Leiden also owns a small model of a 
chicken coop (photo, RMV 728-10). 
 
59 Van der Straaten and Severijn 1855: 353; Von Rosenberg 1855: 374 
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60 Oudemans 1889: 150. Unfortunately he does not mention the way in which they were related. 
 
61 1975: VIII 
 
62 1894: 233-234 
 
63 1894: 115-119 
 
64 Marschall 1988: 186-187 
 
65 Van Brakel, et. al. 1987: 121 
 
66 Modigliani 1894: 207 
 
67 Both Modigliani (1894: 115) and Winkler (1904: 2) mention that these wooden figures were used to ward of evil spirits. 
 
68 1975: 52 
 
69 Modigliani 1894: 236 and RMV 2139-2 
 

 70 Modigliani 1894: 232, 234. 
 
71 Meerwaldt 1904. 
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